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ABSTRACT
MOZART’S “MEZZOS”: A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN CASTRATO AND
FEMALE ROLES IN MOZART’S OPERAS
By
Erin Gonzalez
Dr. Alfonse Anderson, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Voice
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Scholarly work on Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s singers has focused particularly on the soprano
voice. There is a general neglect of attention on the low female voice—or what we would
commonly call the “mezzo-soprano”—in his operas. As a mezzo-soprano and singer of Mozart
repertoire (both female and travesti roles), I find it imperative that a comparative study of
Mozart’s compositional treatment between both the castrato and mezzo-soprano voice be created
to better understand Mozart’s style and intent for composition for these voice types.
This document is geared toward singers and teachers alike and will examine select arias
of the castrato and mezzo-soprano roles in Mozart’s operas. I will observe Mozart’s treatment of
these two voice types in select female and travesti roles. I have chosen to examine nine arias
from the following operas: Ascanio in Alba, K. 111 (1771), Idomeneo, re di Creta, K. 366
(1781), Le nozze di Figaro, K. 492 (1786), Così fan tutte, K. 588 (1790), and La clemenza di
Tito, K. 621 (1791). The specific roles examined will include Ascanio (Ascanio in Alba),
Idamante (Idomeneo, re di Creta), Sesto (La clemenza di Tito), Cherubino (Le nozze di Figaro),
Dorabella (Così fan tutte), and Vitellia (La clemenza di Tito). My decision to discuss arias from
these particular roles is a result of the accessibility of resources regarding the singers and music
of their opera premiere performances.
iii

By studying the scores of the arias of Mozart’s operas in the Neue Mozart-Ausgabe,
reading the letters, examining the aria table I created (Appendix C), and exploring the castratos’
prominence and decline in popularity, thus leading to the emergence of the “mezzo-soprano,” I
will join other Mozart scholars in their views that Mozart did in fact compose for specific
singers.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Scholarly work on Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s singers has focused particularly on the soprano
voice. For instance, Beverly Hay’s dissertation, “Types of soprano voices intended in the Da
Ponte operas of Mozart.”1 However, there is a general neglect of attention on the low female
voice—or what we would commonly call the “mezzo-soprano”—in his operas. As a mezzosoprano and singer of Mozart repertoire (both female and travesti roles), I find it imperative that
a comparative study of Mozart’s compositional treatment between both the castrato and mezzosoprano voices be created to better understand Mozart’s style and intent of composition for these
voice types.
This document will examine arias of the castrato and mezzo-soprano in Mozart’s operas.
I will observe Mozart’s treatment of these two voice types in select female and travesti roles,
sung today by mezzo-sopranos. Due to the large number of arias written for both castrato and
mezzo-soprano voices (there are fifty in total), I have chosen to examine nine arias from the
following five operas: Ascanio in Alba, K. 111 (1771), Idomeneo, re di Creta, K. 366 (1781), Le
nozze di Figaro, K. 492 (1786), Così fan tutte, K. 588 (1790), and La clemenza di Tito,
K. 621 (1791). The specific roles studied will include Ascanio (Ascanio in Alba), Idamante
(Idomeneo, re di Creta), Sesto (La clemenza di Tito), Cherubino (Le nozze di Figaro), Dorabella
(Così fan tutte), and Vitellia (La clemenza di Tito). My decision to discuss arias from these
particular roles is a result of the accessibility of resources regarding the singers and music of
their opera premiere performances.

1

Beverly Hay, “Types of Soprano Voices Intended in the Da Ponte Operas of Mozart” (DMA diss., Indiana
University, 1989).

1

An abundance of preserved letters between Mozart, his family and other musicians has
allowed for a robust scholarship to emerge surrounding Mozart’s singers. In these letters, Mozart
clearly indicated “a composer’s willingness, even eagerness, to allow singers to contribute to the
compositional process.”2 Mozart’s view on collaboration is clearly exemplified in a 1778 letter to
his father Leopold Mozart from Mannheim regarding an aria he composed for the tenor Anton
Raaff. Mozart wrote, “I like an aria to fit a singer as perfectly as a well-made suit of clothes.”3
Expanding on this argument, Alfred Einstein once argued,
Mozart needed to know the circumstances of the performance, he had to have an
acquaintance with the singers for whom he was writing the roles. Thus, for
example, he could compose the characteristic aria for Masetto (“Ho capito”) only
in Prague. Last of all came the recitatives. An opera score of Mozart’s is literally
a series of separate pieces bound together, and yet it forms perfect unity. 4
Ian Woodfield has more recently confirmed these types of assessments through score study (as
witnessed in Mozart’s break in ink color before the end of a particella) and his own survey of the
Mozart correspondence. 5 However, it has been argued that Mozart did not always compose
music for specific singers, as in the case of soprano Maria Marchetti Fantozzi (1760–1800), who
created the role of Vitellia in La clemenza di Tito (1791). Based on the musical components of
“Non più di fiori” and what is known today about Marchetti’s voice, both Tomislav Volek and
Alan Tyson concluded that the aria was composed before Mozart was even familiar with
Marchetti’s voice. John A. Rice’s research on this aria and Marchetti’s voice supports this
argument:

2

John Rice, “Mozart and His Singers: The Case of Maria Marchetti Fantozzi, the First Vitellia,” The Opera
Quarterly 11, no. 4 (1995): 34.
3 Rice, 34–35.
4 Alfred Einstein, “Mozart’s Handwriting and the Creative Process,” in Papers Read by Members of the American
Musicological Society at the Annual Meeting, ed. Arthur Mendel, Gustave Reese, and Gilbert Chase (New York:
Music Educators’ National Conference for the American Musicological Society, 1939), 151.
5 Ian Woodfield, “Mozart’s Compositional Methods: Writing For His Singers,” in The Cambridge Companion to
Mozart, ed. Simon P. Keefe (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 38.
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The allegro section of “Non più di fiori” likewise departs from the vocal profile,
requiring Marchetti to use the “rough and dull” lower register that the Italian
composers studiously avoided. Mozart’s vocal line goes below middle C and stays
there, except for a few isolated higher notes, for several measures: there is nothing
in the Italian operas like this passage. In addition to containing passages that
Marchetti must have found difficult if not impossible to sing, “Non più di fiori”
lacks elements that one would expect to find in a showpiece aria written
especially for her. There is almost none of the coloratura that she could apparently
execute so skillfully, nor is there opportunity for Marchetti to display her messa di
voce: the longest note in the vocal line is a whole note tied to a dotted quarter
note.6
I found in my own examination of Marchetti’s voice and the music correlating to Vitellia that
Mozart composed “Non più di fiori” for a different singer than Marchetti. As Rice stated, this
aria is composed for a singer with a much lower register than Marchetti appears to have been
comfortable.
In order to provide clarity on vocal registration, it is important to recognize that while a
distinction between the soprano and mezzo-soprano voice did emerge during the middle of the
eighteenth century, Mozart never actually used the term “mezzo-soprano.”7 Nonetheless, Mozart
was cognizant that he was composing for two very different voices—for example in the roles of
the sisters Fiordiligi and Dorabella in Così fan tutte (1790)—as Kristi Brown-Montesano has
argued:
Singers definitely recognize the differences between the two roles, which are
quite distinct in terms of range, technical demands, and affect. Mozart may not
have been thinking explicitly in terms of mezzo-soprano and soprano, but he
knew he was writing for two very different voices. The original Dorabella, Louise
Villeneuve, had a darker timbre and lower tessitura than Adriana Ferrarese del
Bene, who played Fiordiligi, yet her part stays within the same basic range as
roles like Susanna and Zerlina, both of which are now customarily assigned to

6

Rice, “Mozart and His Singers,” 45.
Brittnee Marie Siemon, “An In-Depth Examination of the Defining Parameters of the Lyric Mezzo-Soprano: Its
Place in History and Future in Pedagogical Study and Performance Venues (DMA diss., University of South
Carolina, 2007).
7
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voices that fall into the higher, narrower vocal category of “soprano” as we
understand it today. 8
To further expand on this distinction of voice types, Richard Boldrey has defined the term
“mezzo-soprano” as “(Italian: half-soprano) with a general range between G3-B5.”9
By studying the scores of the arias of Mozart’s operas in the Neue Mozart-Ausgabe,
reading the letters, examining the aria table I have created (Appendix C), and exploring the
castratos’ prominence and decline in popularity, thus leading to the emergence of the “mezzosoprano,” I will join Alfred Einstein and Ian Woodfield in their views that Mozart did in fact
compose for specific singers and specific voice types.

8

Kristi Brown-Montesano, Understanding the Women of Mozart’s Operas (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2007), 217.
9
Richard Boldrey, Guide to Operatic Roles and Arias (Dallas: Pst, 1994), 11.
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CHAPTER 2:
THE CASTRATO’S HISTORY AND EMERGENCE OF THE MEZZO-SOPRANO
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, castrati were popular in church music and
Italian opera. As a result of St. Paul’s mandate in 1 Corinthians 14:34–35, “mulieres in ecclesies
taceant” (Let your women keep silent in the churches), women had been banned from singing in
church in all of Rome or on any stage in Catholic Christendom for centuries at the time of
opera’s reign.10 This ban resulted in employing boys and falsettists when higher voices were
necessary. Nonetheless, both of these “high-voice” options proved to be short-term solutions:
“The disadvantages of boys are obvious—they are mischievous and troublesome, and by the time
they have really learnt their job their voices are usually on the point of breaking: falsettists do not
share these drawbacks, but their voices are of a peculiar and unpleasant quality, and as a rule
cannot attain as high as the soprano range.” 11A favorable alternative were the castrati, who
received professional training beginning at a young age.
Castration, also known as orchiectomy, was a practice imported to Spain from the East. It
occurred in prepubescent boys born of “humble parents” who displayed early signs of vocal
ability.12 This invasive process prevented further growth of the larynx, which resulted, as John
Rosselli has described, in
an unusual vocal power, range, and length of breath, because an enlarged thoracic
cavity combined with an underdeveloped larynx allowed a mighty rush of air to
play upon small vocal cords. The resulting tone, in the best singers, was felt as
extraordinary, at once powerful and brilliant.” 13 These young castrati received a
thorough and comprehensive education in theory, instrumental music, and
singing. Either by means of private instruction or schools associated with

10

Judith Tick, Margaret Ericson, and Ellen Koskoff, “Women in Music” in Grove Music Online, 2001,
https://doi-org.ezproxy.library.unlv.edu/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.52554
11
Angus Heriot, The Castrati in Opera, Da Capo Press Music Reprint Series (New York: Da Capo Press, 1974), 10.
12
Heriot, 38.
13 John Rosselli, Singers of Italian Opera: The History of a Profession (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1992), 33.
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orphanages, churches or other religious institutions, impeccable florid singing was
taught and mastered. 14
The castrati first arrived in Italy between 1550 and 1560 and were hired by the Roman
Church.15 In the seventeenth century, castrati began to find their niche in opera and became some
of the most famous and well-paid musicians across Europe. 16 In fact, many operatic composers
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries wrote the role of the primo uomo for a castrato. 17
This Baroque practice of composing the male lead roles for castrati was continued by W.A.
Mozart in his operas Mitridate, re di Ponto, K. 87 (1770), Ascanio in Alba, K. 111 (1771), Lucio
Silla, K. 135 (1772), Idomeneo, re di Creta, K. 366 (1780-1), La finta giardiniera, K. 196
(1774), and La clemenza di Tito, K. 621 (1791).
Castrati were instructed in vocal technique by Italian castrato Pier Francesco Tosi’s
(1654–1732) famous treatise, Opinioni de’cantori antichi, e moderni (1723). The treatise
outlined significant topics related to singing, including register shifts, execution of trills,
achievement of bravura singing while still maintaining resonance, legato, and purity of vowels.18
The unmatchable musical training of the castrati set them apart from other singers of their day.
To demonstrate the rigor of the castrati’s vocal training, two vocal exercises have been included
(see Examples 2.1 and 2.2). The first of these consists of a rapidly ascending florid passage
which served to develop the castrati’s command of intonation, articulation, and precision. The
second illustrates how a vocal exercise—such as the first example—would be instructive in the

14

John Rosselli, “Castrato,” in Grove Music Online, 2001,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.05146.
15
Rodolfo Celletti, A History of Bel Canto (Oxford and New York: Clarendon Press and Oxford University Press,
1996), 108.
16 Rosselli, “Castrato.”
17
Ellen T. Harris, “Primo uomo,” in Grove Music Online, 2001,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.22357.
18 Martha Feldman, The Castrato: Reflections on Natures and Kinds (Oakland, CA: University of California Press,
2015), xx.
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context of vocal performance. This cadenza, written for the most celebrated castrato, Farinelli
(1705–1782), showcases his extensive range, virtuosity, and vocal control. 19

Example 2.1. Vocal Exercise from Pier Francesco Tosi, Observations on the Florid Song, or Sentiments on the
Ancient and Modern Singers (1723), trans. John Galliard (London: J. Wilcox, 1743), Plate 4.

Example 2.2. Cadenza from Riccardo Broschi, Artaserse (1734), act 2, scene 7, “Son qual nave ch’agitata.”

19

Ellen T. Harris, “Farinelli,” in Grove Music Online, 2001,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.09312.
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The following is an example of the daily curriculum for a young castrato, in this instance
Gaetano Majorano (1710–1783, known as Caffarelli):
In the morning
1 hour singing passages of difficult execution,
1 hour study of letters,
1 hour singing exercises in front of a mirror, to practice deportment and gesture,
and to guard against ugly grimaces while singing, etc.
In the afternoon
½ hour theoretical work,
½ hour of counterpoint on a canto fermo (in other words, practice in
improvisation),
1 hour studying counterpoint with the cartella (glazed tile with music staves;
school slate)
1 hour studying letters.20
Angus Heriot has shown how the castrati’s comprehensive musical education protected their
voices from overuse injuries while granting them a pedigree that has yet to be replicated in
modern times.21 Heriot has also made note of the comparatively substandard musical training
female singers received. The best of the female singers were likened to the “less competent
castrati.”22 It was not until the employment of female singers became prevalent, which coincided
with the castrati’s decline, that vocal and theoretical training was more inclusive of females.
“The development of musical instruction for female singers allowed more and more women to
receive musical education, resulting in a wider variety of musical careers for women as they took
charge of their increased knowledge and independence.”23
The heyday of the operatic castrato was a relatively short one. In 1694, there were an
estimated one hundred castrati living in Rome.24 By 1808, the number of castrati in that city
20

Heriot, The Castrati in Opera, 48.
Heriot, 48.
22
Heriot, 30.
23
Diane Jezic and Elizabeth Wood, Women Composers: The Lost Tradition Found (New York: The Feminist Press,
1994), 3.
24
Rosselli, Singers of Italian Opera, 40.
21
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began to dwindle and they disappeared from opera altogether by 1830 and from the Vatican by
the 1920s.25 The musical historian Enrico Panzacchi (1840–1904) captures the essence of the
castrato voice in a final tribute from a late nineteenth-century Vatican chapel performance:
What singing! Imagine a voice that combines the sweetness of the flute and the
animated suavity of the human larynx—a voice which leaps and leaps, lightly and
spontaneously, like a lark that flies through the air and is intoxicated with its own
flight; and when it seems that the voice has reached the loftiest peaks of altitude,
it starts off again, leaping and leaping still with equal lightness and equal
spontaneity, without the slightest sign of forcing or the faintest indication of
artifice or effort; in a word, a voice that gives the immediate idea of sentiment
transmuted into sound, and of the ascension of a soul into the infinite on the wings
of that sentiment. What more can I say? I have heard Frezzolini and Barbi in
camera, and Patti in the theatre; I have admired Masini, Vogel, and Contogni; but
in the midst of my admiration there remained always something unappeased in the
depths of my desire; there remained a certain disparity between the artist’s
intention, however lofty it might be, and her artistic means….Here, however, all
my being was marvelously satisfied. Not the least mark of the passage from one
register of the voice to the other, no inequality of timbre between one note and
another; but a calm, sweet, solemn and sonorous musical language that left me
dumbstruck, and captivated me with the power of a most gracious sensation never
before experienced.26
The fleeting existence of the castrati has elicited interest from scholars and performers alike.
They were placed on a pedestal like a musical demigod to be prized and emulated. With their
decline in the mid-eighteenth century, their previous roles began to be performed by female
singers.
Composers in the eighteenth century purposefully began composing roles for female
singers in male clothing, known as travesti roles. For example, Mozart composed Cherubino in
Le nozze di Figaro, K. 492 (1786) for Dorotea Bussani (1763–after 1810). This kept with stage
directions from Beaumarchais’ play that Cherubino “can only be played…by a young and very

25
26

Rosselli, “Castrato.”
Heriot, The Castrati in Opera, 36–37.
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pretty woman” and also continued the employment of female travesti roles.27 As this practice
continued, a fascination with sexual and vocal reversals on stage emerged. We know that “not
only was travesti as common a feature of seventeenth-century plots as it was in the Elizabethan
and Jacobean drama, but further oddities were gratuitously introduced in the writing for the voice
and in the casting.”28 For example, in Monteverdi’s L’incoronazione di Poppea, the male roles of
Nero and Ottone were composed for female sopranos; thus they were sung in a higher tessitura
than the true female roles of Ottavia and Poppea, both sung by female contraltos.29 Other such
oddities include the use of female singers in certain performances of the famous male roles of
Julius Caesar in Vinci’s Catone in Utica (1728) and Hercules in Gluck’s Le Nozze d’Ercole e
d’Ebe (1747).30
As this practice became more commonplace, composers became more attuned to the
unique characteristics of the singers’ voices. One such composer was Mozart, who wrote for both
castrati and females, cognizant that he was composing for different singers.31 This differentiation
can be seen, for example, in the roles of the sisters Fiordiligi and Dorabella in Così fan tutte
(1790) —as Kristi Brown-Montesano has argued: “Mozart may not have been thinking explicitly
in terms of mezzo-soprano and soprano, but he knew he was writing for two very different
voices.”32 This testimony clearly describes Mozart’s customization of music to the singer. The
following chapter will present an examination of Mozart’s compositional process that took into
account the specific vocal qualities of the singers cast for his operas’ premieres.
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CHAPTER 3: THE SINGERS, THE ROLES, AND THE ARIAS
As the title indicates, this chapter will explore the voices of six singers—three castrati and three
female singers—the Mozart roles they premiered, and arias that illustrate how Mozart composed
for not only specific voice types but specific singers. The individuals to be discussed in this
chapter were known for their roles in opera seria or opera buffa, of which I will now provide a
brief overview. In opera seria, the singers employed for the roles were either women, castrati, or
tenors.33 Bass roles were quite scarce in the repertory and tenors were only used in one or two
roles “of the normal six or seven characters, though there were usually at least four male roles.” 34
This particular programming of singers continued until about 1740, when low-female voices
began to take over for the castrati. Nonetheless, Mozart did continue to write roles for the
castrati, as in the roles of Idamante in Idomeneo, re di Creta and Sesto in La clemenza di Tito.
The high male voice “was now being used to signify youth rather than power and majesty.” 35
With opera buffa, female sopranos continued to perform in both genres while castrati
became less frequently used. It was upon occasion when a famous castrato was in town that a
castrato “would sing the part of the noble lover in opera buffa.” 36 It is important to note that the
ban of women from stage appearances continued in Rome and thus the castrati performed all
female roles in both operatic genres.37 Unlike opera seria, singers of opera buffa were usually not
“free agents,” therefore unable to be hired individually. They were members of traveling troupes
that performed in many cities. 38
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Giovanni Manzuoli (ca. 1720–1782)
The singers of opera seria and opera buffa often worked in close collaboration with the
composers of the works they would premiere. 39 One such singer was the famous Florentine
soprano castrato Giovanni Manzuoli (ca. 1720–1782). It was in London between 1764–5 that
Manzuoli first met the Mozart family while performing as the primo uomo in the opera Ezio.40
He took a keen interest in the young Mozart and provided him with singing lessons. It has been
noted that Manzuoli’s instruction in vocal technique was influential on Mozart’s first opera
compositions.41 An early account of Manzuoli’s musical impact on Mozart comes from the
amateur musician and lawyer, Daines Barrington, who stated,
I said to the boy [Mozart] that I should be glad to hear an extemporary Love Song
such as his friend Manzuoli might choose in an opera. The boy on this (who
continued to sit at his harpsichord) looked back with much archness, and
immediately began five or six lines of a jargon recitative proper to introduce a
love song…Finding that he was in humor and, as it were inspired, I then desired
him to compose a Song of Rage, such as might be proper for the opera stage. The
boy again looked back with much archness and began five or six lines of a jargon
recitative proper to precede a Song of Anger. This lasted also about the same time
with the Song of Love; and in the middle of it he had worked himself up to such a
pitch that he beat his harpsichord like a person possessed, rising sometimes in his
chair.42
Through his mentorship of young Mozart, Manzuoli elucidated him to the capabilities of the
castrato voice. This experience aided Mozart in his future writing of roles for castrati, including
Manzuoli himself.
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On October 17, 1771, Manzuoli made his Mozartean opera debut in the title role in
Ascanio in Alba, K. 111 at the Regio Ducal Teatro in Milan. 43 This festa teatrale was
commissioned by Empress Maria Theresa for the wedding of her son Archduke Ferdinand Karl,
to Maria Beatrice d’Este. 44 In the opera, Ascanio (representing Archduke Ferdinand Karl) is the
son of Aeneas and Venus (representing Empress Maria Theresa). Ascanio is appointed to be the
ruler of Alba Longa, a new city near Rome. He has been arranged to marry Sylvia, nymph and
descendant of Hercules (representing Duke Ercole d’Este). 45 Ascanio is required to conceal his
identity from Sylvia to assess her virtue. Witnessing the unbridled love between Silvia and
Ascanio, Venus unites the two of them. This opera was performed in addition to Johann Adolf
Hasse’s Ruggiero, in which Manzuoli was also involved. 46 The success of Mozart’s work was so
much greater than that of Hasse’s that Leopold Mozart wrote to his wife on October 19, 1771
from Milan stating, “Wolfgang’s serenata has killed Hasse’s opera more than I can say in
detail.”47
Much of the success was likely due to what is known about Manzuoli’s singing voice
and dramatization. Charles Burney described him as “the most powerful and voluminous soprano
that had been heard on our stage since the time of Farinelli; and his manner of singing was grand
and full of taste and dignity. . . . His voice alone was commanding from native strength and
sweetness.”48 These vocal qualities continued to be made manifest even into his older years.
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At the time of Ascanio in Alba’s premiere, Manzuoli was already forty-six years old. Mozart
took this into account and, as a result, composed the music for the role of Ascanio in a lower
tessitura. Mozart’s accommodating musical treatment is clearly displayed in Ascanio’s act 2,
scene 4 aria “Al mio ben mi veggio avanti” (“I see myself before my beloved,” Un poco adagio,
E major).
Ascanio in Alba, act 2, scene 4, “Al mio ben mi veggio avanti”
Al mio ben mi veggio avanti,
del suo cor sento la pena,
e la legge ancor mi frena.
Ah si rompa il crudo laccio:
Abbastanza il cor soffrì.

I see myself before my beloved,
within this chest I feel her pain,
and the law bids me restrain myself.
May this crude bind be broken:
my heart has suffered enough.

Se pietà dell’alme amanti,
bella diva, il sen ti move,
non voler fra tante prove
agitarle ognor così.

If the pity of a beloved soul,
beautiful goddess, moves your breast,
do not allow them through so many trials
to be agitated like this anymore.49

In this aria, Ascanio pleads with Venus to remove her edict of silence in order for him to
speak to his beloved. The range of the aria is from B3-D#5 with a tessitura between D4-B5. The
overall structure of the aria is in binary form, syllabic, and devoid of any vocally demanding
passages often associated with the castrato voice, such as fast moving passages, large intervallic
leaps, and ornamentation (see Examples 3.1 and 3.2).50

49

Translation mine.
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Example 3.1. Ascanio in Alba, act 2, scene 4, “Al mio ben veggio avanti,” mm. 4–13. Reproduced from Alejandro
Garri, ed., The Art of the Castrato: An Opera Aria Anthology for the Contralto Voice: In Four Volumes (Los
Angeles: Garri Editions, 2000).
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Example 3.2. Ascanio in Alba, act 2, scene 4, “Al mio ben veggio avanti,” mm. 76–86. Reproduced from Garri, The
Art of the Castrato.
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The music that Mozart composed for Adamo Solzi in Ascanio in Alba was unlike the
music that he wrote for the aging Manzuoli. Solzi was a younger soprano castrato who “was
made for a much greater range and agility” than Manzuoli.51 In Solzi’s music for the role Fauno
the shepherd, the rapidly melismatic passages found in mm. 91–105 and the extreme high range
found in m. 284 demand a singer with a superior level of control and technique (see Examples
3.3 and 3.4). This evidence exemplifies Mozart’s attention to composing for specific singers.

Example 3.3. Ascanio in Alba, act 1, scene 3, “Se il labbro più non dice,” mm. 91–112.
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Example 3.4. Ascanio in Alba, act 2, scene 3, “Dal tuo gentil sembiante,” mm. 280–92.

Vincenzo dal Prato (1756–1828)
The enthusiasm Mozart shared for the aforementioned castrato was not extended to Vincenzo dal
Prato (1756–1828), the young Italian soprano castrato who premiered the role of Idamante in
Idomeneo, re di Creta, K. 366 (first performed on January 29, 1781 at the Residenztheater in
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Munich).52 In a letter to his father on November 15, 1780 from Munich, Mozart wrote, “But I
shall have to teach my molto amato castrato del Prato the whole opera. He has no notion how to
approach an aria worthy of the name and his voice is very unequal! He is only engaged for a
year, and as soon as the year ends, which will be in September next, Count Seau will get another.
That might be an opportunity for Ceccarelli—sérieusement.”53 (Francesco Ceccarelli (1752–
1814) was an Italian soprano castrato who became acquainted with Mozart and his family during
his time as a Salzburg court singer from 1777–88).54 Mozart’s frustration continued in a letter to
his father on December 30, 1780 from Munich stating that “the stumbling block was dal Prato;
the fellow is utterly useless. His voice would not be so bad if he did not produce it in his throat
and larynx. But he also has no intonation, no method, no feeling, but sings like the boys who
come to be tested in the hope of getting a place in the chapel choir.” 55
Mozart’s assessment of dal Prato appears to have had an effect on the music that was
composed for him. Jenkins noted that dal Prato’s music “did not contain the decoration that
Mozart wrote for the castrati in his earlier operas, possibly because of the singer’s limitations.” 56
However, the simpler truth of dal Prato’s music was also “in keeping with the increased dramatic
effect that the composer strove for in this opera, with the result that with Idomeneo he lifted
opera seria to emotional heights never previously associated with this genre.” 57 After my
examination of dal Prato’s music, particularly his act 1, scene 10 aria, “Il padre adorato” (“My
dear father,” Allegro, F major), evidence supports that dal Prato’s lack of musicianship led
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Mozart to compose his music without the use of coloratura, a musical trait often synonymous
with the word castrato.
Idomeneo, re di Creta, act 1, scene 10, “Il padre adorato”
Il padre adorato
ritrovo, e lo perdo.
Mi fugge sdegnato
fremendo d’orror.

The father adored,
I find again and I lose him.
He flees from me, angry,
trembling with horror.

Morire credei
di gioa e d’amore!
Oh barbari Dei!
m’uccide il dolor.

I thought I was dying
of joy and of love!
Oh barbarous gods,
the pain is killing me!58

In this aria, twenty years have passed and Idamante and his father Idomeneo, King of
Crete meet each other for the first time. Idomeneo does not share in his son’s elation of their
meeting and flees from him, saying he would have preferred to have never met him at all. 59
The range of this aria is from E4–G5 with a tessitura of G4-F5. It is in binary form (ABAB). The
sections are divided up as follows: A (mm. 1–18), B (mm.19–41), A (mm. 42–59), and B (mm.
60–89). The vocal line at the beginning of the A section outlines an F major triad and sequential
material is used (see Example 3.5). Mozart idiosyncratic inclusion of repeated melodic material
throughout would have simplified the role for dal Prato and his musically rudimentary level (see
Example 3.6).
The role of Idamante was later rewritten for the tenor voice in 1786 and seems to be the
preferred form for modern day performances.60 Composer Hans Gal supported this alternative
casting, writing “this part is unsuitable for [a female soprano], not only on dramatic grounds—
Idamante is not a youngster like Cherubino, but a man and a hero—but also for musical reasons.
58
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The castrato voice sounded strikingly different from the female voice, much more strident and
metallic.”61 In contrast to Gal’s statement, having the role sung by a mezzo-soprano with a
similar range as the castrato allows the urgency and vulnerability of the scene and the character
to be made manifest.

Example 3.5. Idomeneo, re di Creta, act 1, scene 10, “Il padre adorato,” mm. 1–9.
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Example 3.6. Idomeneo, re di Creta, act 1, scene 10, “Il padre adorato,” mm. 27–36.

Domenico Bedini (ca. 1745–after 1795)
A castrato whose vocal capabilities surpassed those of Vincenzo dal Prato and exceeded the
expectations of Mozart was Domenico Bedini. Pesaro was the city where his more than thirty
year operatic journey began in 1762. A highlight of his career was the role of Sesto in Mozart’s
La clemenza di Tito, K.621. The expertise of this castrato was equal to the music Mozart
composed for him, principally the act 1, scene 9 aria, “Parto, ma tu ben mio” (“I am going, my
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love,” Adagio, Bb major), with its virtuosic passages in the vocal melody and clarinet obbligato.
In a letter to his wife Constanze on October 7–8, 1791 from Vienna, Mozart said “Tito was given
in Prague for the last time with tremendous applause. Bedini sang better than ever.”62 This wellreceived opera seria was commissioned for the coronation of Leopold II as King of Bohemia and
premiered on September 6, 1791 at the National Theatre in Prague.63
In this opera “fit for a king,” Sesto’s loyalties are stressed in a drama of unrequited love:
Sesto is infatuated with Vitellia, the daughter of the Emperor Vitellio; Vitellia’s affections lie
elsewhere, with Sesto’s friend, Tito, the Emperor of Rome; Tito first desires the Jewish queen
Berenice and later Sesto’s sister Servilia, who loves Sesto’s friend, Annio. In the midst of all this
romantic chaos, Sesto’s steadfast devotion to Vitellia resonates in the aria, “Parto, ma tu ben
mio.”
Preceding the aria, Sesto is approached by an infuriated and jealous Vitellia. She offers
Sesto a proposition to assassinate his friend Tito upon learning that the Emperor loves another.
Sesto struggles with the idea of betraying his friend, yet Vitellia’s assurance of returned affection
assists in his decision to accept this task. He will obey and please Vitellia, no matter the
consequence.64
La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 9, “Parto, ma tu ben mio”
Parto, ma tu ben mio,
meco ritorna in pace.
Sarò qual più ti piace,
quel che vorrai farò.

I am going, my love,
but make peace with me again.
I shall be as you wish me
and will do whatever you want.

Guardami e tutto oblio,
e a vendicarti io volo;
A questo sguardo solo

Look at me, and I will forget all
and fly to avenge you;
I shall think of your glance alone
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da me si penserà.
Ah, qual poter, oh Dei,
donaste alla beltà!

and remember you.
Ah, what power, oh gods,
you granted to feminine beauty!65

The first of the aria’s three sections (Adagio, Allegro, and Allegro assai) begins with a
slow, lyrical vocal line accompanied by sparse orchestration. John A. Rice commented that, in
this opera, Mozart only wrote music this slow for Sesto and that “Domenico Bedini must have
been able to sing long, slow lines with special beauty and pathos.” 66 The tender declamation of
Sesto’s love for Vitellia with a hope of reciprocated feelings is brilliantly captured by Mozart in
Sesto’s opening phrase in mm. 1–13 (see Example 3.7).67
The voice is joined by the solo clarinet in m. 13 as Sesto informs Vitellia that he will do
whatever is most pleasing to her. The clarinet obbligato illustrates Sesto’s burgeoning desire in
mm. 22–23 (see Example 3.8), foreshadowing the virtuosic vocal line in the final section in mm.
110–15 (see Example 3.9).68 The Allegro section (m. 44) begins with a heroic statement in the
orchestral arrangement. As Sesto demands for Vitellia to gaze upon him, he declares he will “fly
to avenge her” (see Example 3.10). Simultaneously the solo clarinet returns with a virtuosic
passage to emphasize Sesto’s text. Sesto’s desperation is further emphasized as he professes his
willingness to honor Vitellia’s wishes (see Example 3.11).69 This passage requires great vocal
flexibility that Bedini must have possessed.
The tempo increases for a final time in the Allegro assai section beginning in m. 96. Sesto
repeats his text with more angst and excitement, which Mozart echoes in the clarinet with a
reoccurring triplet pattern (see Example 3.12). This pattern extends to the vocal line in a
65
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virtuosic display on the word “beltà” (“beauty”) in mm. 110–15 (see Example 3.9).70
Additionally, Mozart composed for Bedini a final opportunity to exhibit his vocal stamina, range,
and breath control in mm. 135–38 (see Example 3.13). The musical characteristics of this aria
require a mastery of skills set forth in Tosi’s singing treatise, including register shifts, execution
of trills, achievement of bravura singing while still maintaining resonance, legato, and purity of
vowels.71

Example 3.7 La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 9, “Parto, ma tu ben mio,” mm. 1–13.
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Example 3.8. La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 9, “Parto, ma tu ben mio,” mm. 22–23.

Example 3.9. La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 9, “Parto, ma tu ben mio,” mm. 110–15.
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Example 3.10. La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 9, “Parto, ma tu ben mio,” mm. 50–57.

Example 3.11. La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 9, “Parto, ma tu ben mio,” mm. 81–82.
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Example 3.12. La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 9, “Parto, ma tu ben mio,” mm. 104–6.

Example 3.13. La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 9, “Parto, ma tu ben mio,” mm. 135–38.

Dorotea Bussani (1763–after 1810)
During the eighteenth century, female singers reached an improvement in status from their
original association with “prostitution and licentiousness.”72 With the decline in the castrati’s
popularity, notable female singers emerged, including the Austrian soprano and opera buffa
specialist, Dorotea Bussani (1763–after 1810). She made her operatic debut at the age of twentythree in the role of Cherubino in Mozart’s Le nozze di Figaro, K. 492, which premiered on May
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1, 1786 at the Burgtheater in Vienna.73 Bussani’s husband, basso buffo Francesco Bussani
(1743–after 1807) joined her in the original cast of Figaro in the roles of Dr. Bartolo and
Antonio.74 The success of this husband-wife duo led to leading roles (Despina and Don Alfonso)
four years later in Mozart’s Così fan tutte, K. 588.
In describing Bussani’s voice, “a contemporary wrote that he had never heard such a
beautiful and charming chest voice, nor one used with so much humour and so mischievously
(Grundsätze zur Theaterkritik, 1790).”75 The music Mozart composed for Bussani visibly
highlights this applauded vocal characteristic and will be further discussed below. Furthermore,
Bussani was described in the memoirs of famous Italian librettist, Lorenzo Da Ponte (1749–
1838) as “a vulgar woman of little merit, had purely by means of pulling faces and silly
clowning, and perhaps by methods more theatrical still, built up a great following among cooks,
ostlers, waiters, lackeys, and wig makers . . . and in consequence, was thought a gem.” 76
Regardless of Da Ponte’s negative assessment of Bussani, she attained a successful musical
career.
She performed in Italy from 1795–1805 and in Lisbon from 1807–9.77 On May 7, 1788,
Bussani revisited the opera that started her career, Le nozze di Figaro. However, in this
performance, Bussani sang the role of Susanna. She did not achieve the same level of success as
in her debut role of Cherubino (Mozart was not a fan of her interpretation of Susanna).78 This
opera was based on Pierre-Augustin Beaumarchais’ (1732–1799) play La folle journée, ou Le
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mariage de Figaro (1784). The plot centers around the upcoming wedding of Susanna and
Figaro. However, complications arise between the unfaithful Count Almaviva, his distraught
wife, the Countess, her clever maid, Susanna, her betrothed and valet to the Count, Figaro, and
the juvenile boy and page to the Count, Cherubino. The role of Cherubino (“little cherub”) has
best been described by William Ferrara:
Cherubino is a charming bundle of contradictions. He has a masculine sexual
energy but an unchanged voice; he belongs to the servant class but, as the page,
moves easily among the nobles and adopts their manners; he is both afraid and
defiant to the Count. He seems shy at first, but as the opera progresses he
becomes saucy and then more confident as he turns his attentions first from
Susanna to the Countess and then to Barbarina. 79
The role is often referred to as a “trouser role/breeches part,” also referred to as travesti, in which
a woman appears in male clothing and portrays a man or young boy (androgyny). 80 Even though
this performance practice was not a new development at the time of Figaro, the role of
Cherubino took it to new heights musically and dramatically.
In the act 1, scene 5 aria, “Non so più cosa son, cosa faccio” (“I don’t know any longer
what I am, what I’m doing,” Allegro vivace, Eb major), Cherubino rushes to the aid of Susanna
after being caught with the gardener’s daughter, Barbarina. As a result of his actions, the Count
has banished Cherubino from his home. Cherubino’s troubles are long forgotten when he sees a
ribbon belonging to the Countess. In exchange for the ribbon, he offers Susanna one of his songs
regarding his infatuation with all women and love itself. Cherubino tells her to sing it wherever
she goes.81
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Le nozze di Figaro, act 1, scene 5, “Non so più cosa son, cosa faccio”
Non so più cosa son, cosa faccio,
or di fuoco ora sono di ghiaccio,
ogni donna cangiar di colore,
ogni donna mi fa palpitar.

I no longer know what I am, what I’m doing,
sometimes I’m all fire and sometimes all ice,
every woman makes me change color,
every woman makes my heart throb.

Solo ai nomi d’amor, di diletto,
mi si turba, mi s’altera il petto,
e a parlare mi sforza d’amore
un desio ch’io non posso spiegar!

The mere mention of love or delight
perturbs me and unsettles my heart,
and I find myself talking of love
from a need I cannot even explain!

Parlo d’amor vegliando,
parlo d’amor sognando,
all’acque, all’ombre, ai monti,
ai fiori, all’erbe, ai fonti,
all’eco, all’aria, ai venti,
che il suon de’ vani accenti
portano via con se.
E se non ho chi m’oda,
parlo d’amor con me.

I speak of love (when I’m) awake,
I speak of love (when I’m) dreaming,
to the waters, to the shadows, to the hills,
to the flowers, to the grasses, to the fountains,
to the echo, to the air, to the winds,
which carry away with them
the sound of my useless words.
And if I don’t have anyone who will hear me,
I speak of love to myself. 82

This aria agitata has a range from Eb4–G5 with a tessitura of Bb4–G5. It begins with offbeat
eighth-note figures in the strings, with the violins playing con sordino. This provides a sense of
breathlessness and forward motion followed by a disjunct melody in the vocal line in mm. 1–4
(see Example 3.14). Cherubino repeats the word “desio” (“desire”), alternating in raising and
lowering of pitch. Mozart composed large leaps in the vocal line and experimented with the low
and high registers of the singer, evoking a prepubescent adolescent male with uncontrollable
emotions and physical sensations in measures 45–47 (see Example 3.15). This compositional
technique not only kept with the integrity of the character of Cherubino, yet also allowed for
Bussani’s register shifts to be showcased.
Simultaneously, Cherubino displays a poetic side in mm. 54–65 (see Example 3.16). He
talks of love “through allusions to flowers, grass, water, fountains, and breezes in a subtle
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evocation of classical style, a style with which Da Ponte was intimately familiar.” 83 In m. 91, the
tempo briefly slows to an adagio (mm. 92–95) as Cherubino laments over no one being present
to listen to him. The aria ends with a return of the Allegro vivace as Cherubino answers his own

Example 3.14. Le nozze di Figaro, act 1, scene 9, “Non so più cosa son, cosa faccio,” mm. 1–4.

Example 3.15. Le nozze di Figaro, act 1, scene 9, “Non so più cosa son, cosa faccio,” mm. 45–48.
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Example 3.16. Le nozze di Figaro, act 1, scene 9, “Non so più cosa son, cosa faccio,” mm. 58–65.

question– he will talk of love to himself. In these passages, Mozart provided Bussani
opportunities to reveal her prowess in diction and theatrical expression.
In Cherubino’s arietta from act 2, scene 2, “Voi che sapete” (“You ladies, who know
what love it,” Andante, Bb major), he struggles with the realization of love and confusion on
whom to share this love. 84 Susanna encourages him to sing one of his love songs to the Countess
after informing them of his fate to join the army. Susanna accompanies him on the guitar,
symbolized by the pizzicato in the strings of the orchestra.
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Le nozze di Figaro, act 2, scene 2, “Voi che sapete”
Voi che sapete, che cosa è amor,
donne vedete s’io l’ho nel cor.
Quello ch’io provo, vi ridirò;
È per me nuovo, capir nol so.
Sento un affetto pien di desir,
ch’ora è diletto, ch’ora è martir.

You, ladies, who know what love is,
tell me if I have it in my heart.
I will explain to you what I feel;
It’s all new to me that I cannot understand it.
I feel an affection full of desire,
that now is delight, (and) then is torment.

Gelo e poi sento l’alma avvampar,
e in un momento torno a gelar.
Ricerco un bene fuori di me,
non so ch’il tiene, non so cos’è.

I freeze and then I feel my soul on fire,
and in a moment I go back to freezing.
I seek a treasure outside of myself,
I don’t know who holds it, I don’t know what it is.

Sospiro e gemo senza voler,
Palpito e tremo senza saper.
Non trovo pace notte ne dì,
Ma pur mi piace languir così.

I sigh and moan without wanting to,
I shake and tremble without knowing,
I don’t find peace night or day,
but yet I like to languish thus. 85

The aria has a range from C4–F5 and a tessitura from F4–F5. The overall form of this arietta is
through composed, with the first two phrases (mm. 1–20) returning at the very end (mm. 62–
77).86 In the A section, the vocal line consists of a simple, tuneful melody as Cherubino kindly
implores the guidance of Susanna and the Countess. The use of wide intervallic leaps in the
opening measures of the vocal melody in mm. 9–12 is reminiscent of Cherubino’s act 1 aria,
“Non so più cosa son, cosa faccio” (See Examples 3.17 and 3.18). The B section begins in
measure 21 in the dominant key of F Major as Cherubino begins to inform them of his feelings.
In mm. 37–40, the vocal line descends down to a C4, thus alluding to Mozart’s attention to
Bussani’s admirable chest voice (See Example 3.19).
Several key areas are explored throughout the B section (C major, D minor, Ab major, G
minor, Eb major) before returning to the tonic, Bb major.87 This musically supports the dialectic
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tension found in the text as Cherubino vacillates widely between his emotions. Once again
Bussani’s musical and dramatic talents were employed.

Example 3.17. Le nozze di Figaro, act 2, scene 2, “Voi che sapete,” mm. 9–12.

Example 3.18. Le nozze di Figaro, act 1, scene 5, “Non so più cosa son, cosa faccio,” mm. 1–4.
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Example 3.19. Le nozze di Figaro, act 2, scene 2, “Voi che sapete,” mm. 36–43.

Louise Villeneuve (fl. 1786–99)
In 1786, Villeneuve made her debut as a singer in Milan and two years later she performed
several roles in both Milan and Venice. One such role was Amore in Martín y Soler’s L’arbore
di Diana (1787). She repeated the role the following year for her Vienna debut. She replaced the
original Amore, Luisa Laschi (ca. 1760–ca.1790) and was lauded for “her charming appearance,
her sensitive and expressive acting and her artful, beautiful singing.” 88 Mozart was already
familiar with Villeneuve’s voice prior to writing the role of Dorabella for her in Così fan tutte as
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he previously composed arias for her in Cimarosa’s I due baroni di Rocca Azzura, K. 578 (1783)
and Martín’s Il burbero di buon cuore, K. 582–3 (1786).89 Bruce Alan Brown described
Villeneuve’s voice as “darker, lower in tessitura, and generally less agile than hers [Adriana
Ferrarese del Bene; first Fiordiligi].”90 Villeneuve continued to work in Vienna until spring of
1791 and performed until 1799.91
Così fan tutte, K. 588 was the third and final opera buffa in the Da Ponte-Mozart
collaboration. The opera premiered on January 26, 1790 at the Burgtheater in Vienna with
Villeneuve, alongside Mozart’s returning singers Dorotea Bussani (who premiered Cherubino)
and Francesco Bussani (who premiered Figaro and Antonio). 92 Dorabella is a lady from Ferrara
and the younger sister of Fiordiligi. She is charming, impulsive, and playful unlike Fiordiligi’s
reserved, faithful, and stoic nature. Regardless of the fact that musically Mozart “occasionally
forgot which sister was which when writing their names in the score,” he clearly composed for
two different singers.93
Bruce Alan Brown supported Mozart’s unique compositional treatment of both women
through observation of the music written for each of them, saying,
Whereas Ferrarese was at ease with rapid passage-work, Villeneuve was more
comfortable with triadic writing, which predominates in both of her arias in Così.
Though Mozart gave the women equivalent melismas in their two duets, such
figures are entirely lacking in Dorabella’s solo numbers, and in the larger
ensembles as well.94
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Examination of Dorabella’s two arias supports Brown’s assessment. In act 1, scene 9, “Smanie
implacabili” (“Implacable torments,” Allegro agitato, Eb major), “both Da Ponte in his text and
Mozart in his music satirize the high passions of opera seria.”95 Dorabella over dramatizes her
suffering and need to be left alone with her grief after her fiancé, Ferrando’s departure to “war.”
Così fan tutte, act 1, scene 9, “Smanie implacabili”
Smanie implacabili
che m’agitate,
entro quest’anima
più non cessate,
finchè l’angoscia mi fa morir.

Implacable torments,
don’t cease
to agitate my soul
until this anguish
makes me die.

Esempio misero
d’amor funesto
darò all’Eumenidi
se viva resto,
col suono orribile
de’miei sospir.

If I remain alive
I shall give the Eumenides
a miserable example
of a tragic love
with the horrible sound
of my sighs.96

The vocal line is written in a triadic fashion throughout as was preferred by Villeneuve (see
Example 3.20). A triplet ostinato figure in the orchestra is present throughout the aria to convey
Dorabella’s frantic energy. Mozart used descending chromaticism to highlight the text, such as in
mm. 30–33 with “orribile” (see Example 3.21). This exemplifies Villeneuve’s proficiency in
intonation.
A sense of breathlessness is achieved from the pattern of a quarter note followed by an
eighth note and then an eighth rest. This creates a sighing gesture, apropos to the set text “miei
sospir” in mm. 34–39 and mm. 96–100 (see Example 3.22).97
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Example 3.20. Così fan tutte, act 1, scene 9, “Smanie implacabili,” mm. 4–9.

Example 3.21. Così fan tutte, act 1, scene 9, “Smanie implacabili,” mm. 28–33.
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Example 3.22. Così fan tutte, act 1, scene 9, “Smanie implacabili,” mm. 34–39.

In Dorabella’s act 2, scene 10 aria, “È amore un ladroncello” (“Love is a little thief,”
Allegretto vivace, Bb major), she confesses to her sister that she has yielded to her “Albanian”
suitor (Guglielmo in disguise). She has taken the advice of their maid Despina and encourages
Fiordiligi to do the same. Dorabella states that love can be tricky and sneaky like a serpent yet
can also bring ample reward in pleasure.
Così fan tutte, act 2, scene 10, “È amore un ladroncello”
È amore un ladroncello,
un serpentello è amor.
Ei toglie e dà la pace,
come gli piace ai cor.

Love is a little thief,
and a little serpent.
He takes away and gives back the peace,
as he pleases, to the hearts.

Per gli occhi al seno appena
un varco aprir si fa,
che l’anima incatena
e toglie libertà.

No sooner has he opened a path
through your eyes to your heart,
than he takes away your freedom
and enchains your soul.

40

Porta dolcezza e gusto
se tu lo lasci far,
ma t’empie di disgusto
se tenti di pugnar.

He brings sweetness and pleasure
if you let him have his way,
but he fills you with loathing
if you try to fight (him back).

Se nel tuo petto ei siede,
s’egli ti becca qui,
fa tutto quelch’ei chiede,
che anch’io farò così.

If he settles in your heart,
and if he has bitten you here,
do everything that he asks,
as I shall do too.98

She adopts the 6/8 meter and lighthearted melodic line from Despina’s music in her act 2, scene
1 aria “Una donna a quindici anni” (see Example 3.23). A simple harmonic structure is found in
this aria, reflecting Dorabella’s naivete. Comparable to what Mozart composed in “Smanie
implacabili,” he yet again placed triads in the vocal line to best suit Villeneuve’s voice in mm. 9–
14 (see Example 3.24).

Example 3.23. Così fan tutte, act 2, scene 1, “Una donna a quindici anni,” mm. 1–8.
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Example 3.24. Così fan tutte, act 2, scene 10, “È amore un ladroncello,” mm. 5–14.

Maria Marchetti Fantozzi (1760–after 1800)
Maria Marchetti Fantozzi began her public singing career in the early 1780s and emerged as one
of the most prominent sopranos in opera seria. She was known to many from her performances
across the major theaters in Italy, including La Scala in Milan and was admired for both her
singing and acting abilities. 99 John A. Rice commented that “she was a specialist in the portrayal
of strong, passionate and tragic heroines like Semiramide, Cleopatra, and Dido. She had a big,
rich voice and was a skillful actress.”100 This assessment of Marchetti’s voice was shared by
composer Johann Friedrich Reichardt . After a performance of Righini’s Enea in Lazio in which
Marchetti performed the role of Lavinia, he said,
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She filled the entire opera house, and without ever shouting, as Mme. Todi [i.e.
the soprano Luisa Todi, previously engaged in Berlin] so often did when she
wanted to sing as powerfully as possible. In her appearance too Mme. Marchetti is
more heroic and more theatrical, and as an actress she seems to surpass Mme.
Todi, who herself was an excellent one. For grand opera I would never imagine a
more beautiful combination than the voice, the appearance and the acting of Mme.
Marchetti.101
To further expand on the positive reception that Marchetti’s acting and singing brought to
operagoers alike, her voice was described as being medium sized and with some limitations in
her lower and upper registers. Nonetheless, the reception of her overall voice was very positive:
Her tone is quite pure, and she has the Italian expressivity with its good aspects
and without too much exaggeration; she sings with great feeling, and, when it is
necessary, with considerable virtuosity, although it requires much effort of
her…But her acting, her delivery are masterful; they are such as only she, the best
actress on the operatic stage, can have. 102
Scholars have taken a keen interest in Marchetti’s career and voice. One of her roles has sparked
much debate: Vitellia, the former Emperor’s daughter and dominant female figure in Mozart’s
La clemenza di Tito, K. 621. Scholars have questioned whether or not Mozart specifically
composed Vitellia’s music for Marchetti’s voice or not. Based on the musical components of
“Non più di fiori” (“No more of flowers,” Larghetto, F major) and what is known about
Marchetti’s voice, both Tomislav Volek and Alan Tyson concluded that the aria was composed
before Mozart was even familiar with Marchetti’s voice. John A. Rice’s research on this aria and
Marchetti’s voice supports this argument:
“Non piú di fiori” lacks elements that one would expect to find in a showpiece
aria written especially for her. There is almost none of the coloratura that she
could apparently execute so skillfully, nor is there opportunity for Marchetti to
display her messa di voce: the longest note in the vocal line is a whole note tied to
a dotted quarter note.103
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Despite John A. Rice’s testimony regarding the compositional integrity of the act 2 rondò, there
remains evidence to support the argument that Mozart did in fact compose for specific singers,
even the role of Vitellia. For example, “Non più di fiori” was first sung as a concert aria by
Czech soprano and friend of Mozart, Josefa Dušchek (1754–1824) in April 1791.104 She was not
the first Vitellia cast and as a result, “may explain why the range and tessitura (predominant
vocal range) of the aria are different from Vitellia’s other music.” 105 For example, the vocal line
in mm. 90–94 is written in what is known as Marchetti’s “rough and dull lower register” (See
Example 3.25).106
La clemenza di Tito, act 2, scene 15, Rondò, “Non più di fiori”
Non più di fiori
vaghe catene
discenda Imene
ad intrecciar.

No more
will Hymen descend
to entwine
lovely chains of flowers.

Stretta fra barbare,
aspre ritorte,
veggo la morte
ver me avanzar.

Bound in barbarous,
harsh chains,
I see death
drawing near.

Infelice! qual orrore!
Ah, di me che si dirà?
Chi vedesse il mio dolore
pur avria di me pietà.

Unhappy me! What horror!
Ah, what will they say about me?
Whoever could see my suffering
would take pity on me. 107
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Example 3.25. La clemenza di Tito, act 2, scene 15, “Non più di fiori,” mm. 90–95.

The act 1, scene 2 aria, “Deh se piacer” (“Come, if it is your wish to please me,”
Larghetto, G major), shows Mozart specifically tailoring music to fit Marchetti’s voice. In this
aria, Vitellia tells Sesto to quit complaining about his decision to either kill Tito or assist in
establishing a marriage between her (his beloved) and his friend, Tito. Her affections will never
be in Sesto’s favor if he continues with his nonsense.
La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 2, “Deh se piacer mi vuoi”

108

Deh, se piacer mi vuoi,
lascia i sospetti tuoi:
non mi stancar con questo
molesto dubitar.

Come, if it is your wish to please me,
leave behind your suspicions;
don’t weary me
with this bothersome doubting.

Chi ciecamente crede
impegna a serbar fede;
chi sempre inganni aspetta
alletta ad ingannar.

Blind trust
obliges one to keep faith;
he who always expects mistrust
invites deceit.108

Castel, 50.
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The aria opens with a melody that beautifully captures Marchetti’s “G4 to G5 tessitura”
(see Example 3.26).109 Marchetti’s remarkable messa di voce is showcased in mm. 56–58 on a
D5 for ten beats (see Example 3.27). Mozart also accommodated her renowned virtuosity in
several passages; in mm. 91–96 (see Example 3.28), for instance, Mozart asks Marchetti to cover
a wide range in a short period of time. Advanced technique is requisite in this passage due to the
physicality of Mozart’s demands. M. 93 subjects the singer to a register shift between B4 and G5
in the space of a single sixteenth note. The sweeps of scalar passagework require the singer to
accommodate music that combines upward trajectories and downward ones in varying intervallic
spans. The figuration also asks the singer to combine long sweeping lines (m. 92) with small,
modular (and quasi-instrumental) writing in m. 95. Furthermore, Mozart highlighted both
Marchetti’s higher and lower registers throughout the aria and never demanded more than her
voice was capable. The drastic differences between Vitellia’s two arias support the haste with
which Mozart wrote La clemenza di Tito.110 As a result, he most likely did not have the chance to
go back and rework “Non più di fiori” to better suit Marchetti’s voice. Tailoring music for
specific singers was something Mozart prided himself in during the compositional process and
unfortunately in this instance it fell by the wayside.
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Example 3.26. La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 2, “Deh se piacer mi vuoi,” mm. 5–15.
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Example 3.27. La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 2, “Deh se piacer mi vuoi,” mm. 55–58.

Example 3.28. La clemenza di Tito, act 1, scene 2, “Deh se piacer mi vuoi,” mm. 91–96.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION
In this comparative study of Mozart’s compositional treatment of roles for castrati and female
voices, I have sought to better understand Mozart’s style and intent of composition for these
voice types. I achieved this by examining six singers (three castrati and three female voices)—all
of whom premiered roles in five of Mozart’s operas—and the arias most associated with them. In
my consideration of each singer, I discussed their signature vocal characteristics through musical
examples of how Mozart was able to capture the essence of them in his operatic compositions.
These examinations show that in the music composed for the castrati, Mozart did not
always include virtuosic passages, despite the fact that castrati were known for their musical
pedigree and extreme vocal capabilities. As discovered in the act 2, scene 4 aria, “Al mio ben mi
veggio avanti” from Ascanio in Alba, Mozart wrote music for Manzuoli in a lower tessitura to
accommodate his sub-prime vocal capabilities. For dal Prato and his lack of vocal expertise,
Mozart excluded virtuosic writing while composing for him, as particularly recognized in his act
1, scene 10 aria, “Il padre adorato” from Idomeneo, re di Creta.
In the case of Bedini and his act 1, scene 9 aria, “Parto, ma tu ben mio” from La clemenza
di Tito, Mozart’s respect for Bedini’s exceptional range, virtuosity, and his ability to sing long,
slow melodic lines is evident in the music Mozart crafted for him. Mozart retained this
compositional practice when writing for female voices. The music Bussani premiered in Le nozze
di Figaro (act 1, scene 5 aria, “Non so più cosa son, cosa faccio” and act 2, scene 2 arietta, “Voi
che sapete”) made use of her admirable chest voice and facility moving between registers.
Mozart highlighted Villeneuve’s darker timbre and greater ease with triadic melodic lines in her
two arias from Così fan tutte: act 1, scene 9, “Smanie implacabili” and act 2, scene 10, “È amore
un ladroncello.” Although not apparent in Vitellia’s act 2, scene 15 rondò, “Non più di fiori”
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(which was written for an entirely different singer than Marchetti), her renowned coloratura and
exquisite messa di voce were masterfully captured by Mozart in her act 1, scene 2 aria, “Deh seh
piacer.” These examples demonstrate that Mozart was indeed composing music for singers on an
individual basis. As he stated in a letter to his father, “I like an aria to fit a singer as perfectly as a
well-made suit of clothes.”111
We have seen in the operas and arias studied here that this was indeed Mozart’s
approach. As Alfred Einstein once argued, “Mozart needed to know the circumstances of the
performance, he had to have an acquaintance with the singers for whom he was writing the
roles.”112 His personal opinion of each singer cast to premiere his operas along with their vocal
capabilities determined the musical qualities of the arias composed. Whether castrato or mezzosoprano, Mozart tailor fit his music to each of them.
This document has provided a glimpse into Mozart’s compositional treatment of both the
castrato and mezzo-soprano voices in his operatic repertoire. As found in Appendix C, there
remains a plethora of roles and arias to be studied. For example, I have already presented my
research on Manzuoli’s influence upon Mozart’s composition of one of his four arias. This
provides a model for further research of Ascanio’s three remaining arias as well as the additional
arias from other roles not explored in this study. One could also explore Mozart’s compositional
treatment of other voice types and how his personal opinion of specific singers possibly swayed
his musical writing for the roles they were to premiere.
Another avenue for future study could include examining the singers discussed in this
document and other composers’ compositional treatment of the roles written for them. For
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example, other than Mozart, composers Tritto, Cherubini, and Zingarelli were also familiar with
Maria Marchetti Fantozzi’s virtuosic vocal capabilities and utilized them when writing music for
her.113 Further inquiry may also center on the development of the musical composition for the
mezzo-soprano voice type, beginning with Mozart and his contemporaries, continuing through to
the present day. My hope is that the approach presented in this document may serve both others
and me as a rubric for these continuing studies.
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY
Aria agitata (Italian, “agitated aria”) Type of 18th century aria form assigned to characters who
displayed distress. Musical elements include fast moving phrases to indicate shortness of breath,
offbeat accents, and rapid text declamation.
Arietta Song in opera or something comparable that is shorter in length and not as ornate as an
aria.
Binary aria Two section aria form (AB).
Breeches part (American, “trouser role, pants role”) Term associated with an operatic male role
performed by a woman.
Castrato A high-pitched male singer of the 17th and 18th centuries castrated before puberty to
preserve the high quality of their instrument.
Con sordino (Italian, “with mute”) A mechanical device that absorbs musical vibrations and
thus muffles the sound.
Da capo aria (Italian, “from the head”) Two section aria form (ABA’), in which the entirety or
part of the first (A) section is repeated with ornamentation after the end of the second (B)
section.
Dramma giocoso (Italian, “jocular drama”) Term associated with Italian librettos to describe a
comic opera, in which characters from serious operas combined with buffoons, servants, and
peasants from comic opera.
Dramma per musica (Italian, “play for music”) Term used to describe Italian serious opera of
the 18th century, also referred to as opera seria.
Festa teatrale- (Italian, “theatrical celebration”) Term designated to a dramatic work honoring
an important public event. There are two types: operas (dived into acts) and serenatas (undivided
or two parts).
Intermezzo Eighteenth-century term to describe a miniature comic opera in Italian with two
characters (three or more characters were rare) performed between acts of an opera seria.
Messa di voce (Italian, “placing of the voice”) Important singing element of 17th and 18th
century Italian singing style. It occurs when a voice sings or instrument plays a long note that
begins softly, increases in volume, with a return to the beginning softness.
Opera buffa (Italian, “comic opera”) Eighteenth-century genre of Italian comic opera that is
sung throughout.
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Opera seria (Italian, “serious opera”) Eighteenth-century genre of Italian opera on a serious
subject, often tragic or heroic. The term often printed in the librettos was “dramma per musica.”
Orchiectomy Surgical removal of one or both testes in a male.
Particella A composer’s draft or sketch that included the vocal line, bass line, and sometimes
other musical fragments.
Primo uomo (Italian, “first man”) Term associated with the lead male role in an opera.
Range The lowest and highest notes associated with a particular instrument or voice.
Rondò Eighteenth-century musical form of a two-tempo aria. It begins with a slow section
(ABA), followed by a faster section with a new theme. Main theme and text from slow section
occasionally returns in the second half of the aria. Assigned to prima donna or prima uomo.
Placed at end of final scene or final number of second act in a three act opera.
Serenata (Italian, from sereno: “clear night sky”) A celebratory dramatic cantata in
approximately two equal parts for a minimum of two singers (often more) and orchestra. Usually
part of a larger festa with allegorical characters.
Tessitura Term associated with where a piece of music lies most often (high or low) for a voice.
Travesti (Italian, “disguised”) Term used to describe a role in an opera played by person of the
opposite sex.
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APPENDIX B: MOZART OPERAS WITH CASTRATO AND FEMALE ROLES
OPERA: Apollo et Hyacinthus, K. 38 (intermezzo in three acts)
LIBRETTIST: Rufinus Widl (1731–1798)
PREMIERE: May 13, 1767 at Benedictine University in Salzburg; Apollo: Joannes Ernst,
Zephyrus: Josephus Vonterthon
ROLES AND ARIAS:
Apollo (boy alto); received by Oebalus as a guest
act 1, prologue, “Jam pastor Apollo” (Andantino, E major)
Zephyrus (boy alto); friend of Hyacinthus, son of Oebalus, King of Lacedonia
act 1, chorus 1, “En! duos conspicis” (Un poco allegro, A major)

OPERA: La finta semplice, K. 51 (opera buffa in three acts)
LIBRETTIST: Carlo Goldoni (1707–1793); with alterations by Marco Coltellini (1719–1777)
PREMIERE: May 1, 1769 at Archbishop’s Palace in Salzburg; Giacinta: Maria Anna Branhofer
(1748-1819)
SOPRANO ROLE AND ARIAS:
Giacinta (soprano); sister of Don Polidoro
act 1, scene 2, “Marito io vorrei” (Allegro grazioso, F major)
act 2, scene 3, “Se a maritarmi arrivo” (Allegro comodo, A major)
act 3, scene 2, “Che scompiglio, che flagella” (Allegro, G minor)
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OPERA: Mitridate, re di Ponto, K. 87 (dramma per musica in three acts)
LIBRETTIST: Vittoro Amadeo Cigna-Santi (1725–1785); based on Racine’s tragedy
Mithridate (1673)
PREMIERE: December 26, 1770 (Feast of St. Stephen) at Regio Ducal Teatro; Farnace:
Giuseppe Cicognani; Sifare: Pietro Benedetti, a.k.a. Sartorini; Arbate: Pietro Muschietti
CASTRATO ROLE AND ARIAS:
Farnace (alto castrato); first-born son of Mitridate, ruler of the kingdom of Ponto; in love with
father’s fiancée Aspasia
act 1, scene 9, “Venga pur, minacci e frema” (Allegro, F major)
act 2, scene 1, “Va, l’error mio palesa” (Allegro, G major)
act 2, scene 13, “Son reo; l’error confesso” (Adagio maestoso, D major)
act 3, scene 9, “Già dagli occhi” (Andante, Eb major)
Sifare (soprano castrato); second son of Mitridate; also in love with father’s fiancée Aspasia
act 1, scene 3, “Soffre il mio cor con pace” (Allegro, Bb major)
act 1, scene 8, “Parto: Nel gran cimento” (Andante adagio, A major)
act 2, scene 7, “Lungi da te, mio bene” (Adagio cantabile, D major)
act 3, scene 6, “Se il rigor d’ingrata sorte” (Allegro agitato, Eb major)
Arbate (soprano castrato); Governor of Nymphaeum
act 1, scene 6, “L’odio nel cor frenate” (Allegro comodo, G major)
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OPERA: Ascanio in Alba, K. 111 (festa teatrale in two acts)
LIBRETTIST: Giuseppe Parini (1729–99)
PREMIERE: October 17, 1771 at the Regio Ducal Teatro in Milan; Ascanio: Giovanni
Manzuoli (ca. 1720–1782); Fauno: Adamo Solzi
CASTRATO ROLES AND ARIAS:
Ascanio (soprano castrato); son of Aeneas and grandson of Venus
act 1, scene 2, “Cara, lontano ancora” (Allegro, Bb major)
act 1, scene 5, “Ah di sì nobil alma” (Adagio, D major)
act 2, scene 4, “Al mio ben mi veggio avanti” (Un poco adagio, E major)
act 2, scene 5, “Torna mio bene, ascolta” (Andante grazioso, F major)
*Fauno (soprano castrato); a shepherd
act 1, scene 3, “Se il labbro più non dice” (Tempo grazioso, F major)
act 2, scene 3, “Da tuo gentil sembiante” (Allegro moderato, Bb major)

OPERA: Lucio Silla, K. 135 (opera seria in three acts)
LIBRETTIST: Giovanni De Gamerra (1743–1803); plot drawn from events in the life of the
Roman dictator Cornelius Sulla (138–78 BC) as recounted by Plutarch.
PREMIERE: December 26, 1772 at Regio Ducal Teatro in Milan; Cecilio: Venanzio Rauzzini
(1746–1810)

*Not performed by modern day mezzo-sopranos
**Occasionally performed by modern day mezzo-sopranos
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CASTRATO ROLE AND ARIAS:
Cecilio (soprano castrato); exiled Roman senator
act 1, scene 3, “Il tenero momento” (Allegro aperto, F major)
act 2, scene 3, “Quest’improviso tremito” (Allegro assai, D major)
act 2, scene 9, “Ah se a morir mi chiama” (Adagio, Eb major)
act 3, scene 4, “Pupille amate” (Tempo di minuetto, A major)

OPERA: La finta giardiniera, K. 196 (dramma giocoso in three acts)
LIBRETTIST: Raniero de Calzabigi (?) (1714–1795), revised by Marco Coltellini (?) (1719–
1777).
The authorship of this libretto has been questioned. Julian Rushton stated that the
association of Calzabigi and Coltellini “may derive from confusion with the concurrent
production of Tozzi’s Orfeo.”114
PREMIERE: January 13, 1775 at the Salvatortheater in Munich; Ramiro- Tommaso Consoli
(1753–1810)
CASTRATO ROLE AND ARIAS:
Ramiro (soprano castrato); a knight; in love with Arminda who has abandoned him
act 1, scene 1, “Se l’augellin se fugge” (Allegro, F major)
act 2, scene 9, “Dolce d’amor compagna speranza” (Larghetto, Bb major)
act 3, scene 6, “Va pure ad altri in braccio” (Allegro agitato, C minor)

114

Julian Rushton, “La finta giardiniera,” in Grove Music Online, 2002,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-5000002096.
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OPERA: Il re pastore, K. 208 (serenata in two acts)
LIBRETTIST: Pietro Metastasio (1698–1782); edited by Gianbattista Varesco
PREMIERE: April 23, 1775 at the Archbishop’s Palace in Salzburg; Aminta: Tommaso
Consoli (1753–1810)
CASTRATO ROLE AND ARIAS:
Aminta (soprano castrato); a shepherd, beloved of nymph of Phoenicia, Elisa
act 1, no. 3 “Aer tranquillo e dì sereni” (Allegro aperto, F major)
act 2, no. 10 Rondo: “L’amerò, sarò costante” (Andantino, Eb major)

OPERA: Idomeneo, re di Creta, K. 366 (dramma per musica in three acts)
LIBRETTIST: Giovanni Battista Varesco (1735–1805); after Antoine Danchet’s (1671–1748)
Idomenée (1712)
PREMIERE: January 29, 1781 at the Residenztheater in Munich; Idamante: Vincenzo dal Prato
(1756-1828)
CASTRATO ROLE AND ARIAS:
Idamante (soprano castrato; later rewritten for tenor); son of Idomeneus, King of Crete
act 1, scene 2, “Non ho colpa” (Adagio maestoso, Bb major)
act 1, scene 10, “Il padre adorato” (Allegro, F major)
act 2, scene 1, Rondò: “Non temer, amato bene” (Andante, Bb major)
act 3, scene 12, “No, la morte, la morte io non pavento” (Allegro, D major);
cut from premiere
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OPERA: Le nozze di Figaro, K. 492 (opera buffa in four acts)
LIBRETTIST: Lorenzo Da Ponte (1749–1838); after Pierre-Augustin Beaumachais’ play La
folle journée, ou Le mariage de Figaro (1784)
PREMIERE: May 1, 1786 at the Burgtheater in Vienna; Cherubino: Dorotea Bussani (1763–
after 1810)
SOPRANO ROLES AND ARIAS:
Cherubino (soprano); page to Count Almaviva
act 1, scene 5, “Non so più cosa son, cosa faccio” (Allegro vivace, Eb major)
act 2, scene 2, “Voi che sapete” (Andante con moto, Bb major)
**Marcellina (soprano); housekeeper to Bartolo
act 4, scene 4, “Il capro e la capretta” (Tempo di minuetto, G major)
**Susanna (soprano); maid to Countess Almaviva; betrothed to Figaro
act 2, scene 2, “Venite inginocchiatevi” (Allegretto, G major)
act 4, scene 10, “Deh vieni non tardar (Andante, F major)

OPERA: Don Giovanni K. 527 (opera buffa in two acts)
LIBRETTIST: Lorenzo Da Ponte (1749-1838)
PREMIERE: October 29, 1787 at the National Theatre in Prague; Zerlina: Caterina Bondini (fl.
1786–88)
SOPRANO ROLE AND ARIAS:
**Zerlina (soprano); a peasant girl
act 1, scene 16, “Batti, batti, o bel Masetto” (Andante grazioso, F major)
act 2, scene 6, “Vedrai carino” (Grazioso, C major)
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OPERA: Così fan tutte, K. 588 (opera buffa in two acts)
LIBRETTIST: Lorenzo Da Ponte (1749–1838)
PREMIERE: January 26, 1790 at the Burgtheater in Vienna; Dorabella: Louise Villeneuve (fl.
1786–99)
SOPRANO ROLE AND ARIAS:
Dorabella (soprano); lady from Ferrara; younger sister of Fiordiligi
act 1, scene 9, “Smanie implacabili” (Allegro agitato, Eb major)
act 2, scene 10, “È amore un ladroncello” (Allegretto vivace, Bb major)
**Despina (soprano); chambermaid of Fiordiligi and Dorabella
act 1, scene 9, “In uomini! In soldati (Allegretto, F major)
act 2, scene 1, “Una donna a quindici anni” (Andante, G major)

OPERA: La clemenza di Tito, K. 621 (opera seria in two acts)
LIBRETTIST: Pietro Metastasio (1698–1782); adapted by Caterino Mazzolà (1745–1806)
PREMIERE: September 6, 1791 at the National Theatre in Prague; Sesto: Domenico Bedini
(ca. 1745–after 1795); Annio: Carolina Perini; Vitellia: Maria Marchetti Fantozzi (1760–after
1800)
CASTRATO AND SOPRANO ROLES AND ARIAS:
Sesto (soprano castrato); friend of Titus, in love with Vitellia
act 1, scene 9, “Parto, ma tu, ben mio” (Adagio, Bb major)
act 2, scene 10 Rondo: “Deh, per questo istante solo” (Adagio, A major)
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Annio (soprano); friend of Sesto, in love with Servilia
act 2, scene 1, “Torna di Tito a lato” (Allegretto, G major)
act 2, scene 7, “Tu fosti tradito” (Andante, F major)
Vitellia (soprano); daughter of Emperor Vitellius
act 1, scene 2, “Deh se piacer” (Larghetto, G major)
act 2, scene 15, “Non più di fiori” (Larghetto, F major)
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OPERA
Apollo et Hyacinthus, K. 38

La finta semplice, K. 51

Mitridate, re di Ponto, K. 87

DATE
1767

1768

1770

ARIA
act 1, prologue,
“Jam pastor Apollo”
act 2, chorus 1,
“En! Duos conspicis”
act 1, scene 2,
“Marito io vorrei”
act 2, scene 3,
“Se a maritarmi arrivo”
act 3, scene 2,
“Che scompiglio,
che flagello”
act 1, scene 9,
“Venga pur, minacci
e frema”
act 2, scene 1,
“Va, l’error mio palesa”
act 2, scene 13,
“Son reo; l’error confesso”
act 3, scene 9,
“Già dagli occhi”
act 1, scene 3,
“Soffre il mio cor con pace”
act 1, scene 8,
“Parto: Nel gran cimento”
act 2, scene 7,
“Lungi da te, mio bene”
act 3, scene 6,
“Se il rigor d’ingrata sorte”
act 1, scene 6,
“L’odio nel cor frenate”
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Arbate (M)

Sifare (M)

Farnace (M)

C5–G5

Eb4–Bb5

A4–G5

D5–G5

C4–B5

E4–A5

Bb4–F5

F#4–Bb5

D4–Bb4

Ab3–Db5

Bb4–G5

D4–D5

A3–E5

E4–Bb5

C4–C5

A3–E5

G4–D5

D#4–D#5

C4–D5

E4–E5

D#4–F#5

A3–D5

G4–E5

D4–AB

TESSITURA
B3–B4

C4–F5

A3–D#5

Zephyrus (M)
Giacinta (F)

RANGE
G#3–C#5

ROLE
Apollo (M)*

APPENDIX C: MOZART’S ARIAS FOR CASTRATI AND (“MEZZO”) SOPRANOS

Soprano
castrato

Soprano
castrato

Alto castrato

Soprano

Boy alto

VOICE TYPE
Boy alto

Ascanio in Alba, K. 111

Lucio Silla, K. 135

La finta giardiniera, K. 196

Il re pastore, K. 208

1772

1774

1775

OPERA

1771

DATE
act 1, scene 2,
“Cara, lontano ancora”
act 1, scene 5,
“Ah, di sì nobil alma”
act 2, scene 4,
“Al mio ben mi veggio
avanti”
act 2, scene 5,
“Torna, mio bene, ascolta”
act 1, scene 3,
“Se il labbro più non dice”
act 2, scene 3,
“Dal tuo gentil sembiante”
act 1, scene 2,
“Il tenero momento”
act 2, scene 3,
“Quest improvviso tremito”
act 2, scene 9,
“Ah, se a morir mi chiama”
act 3, scene 4,
“Pupille amate”
act 1, scene 1,
“Se l’augellin sen fugge”
act 2, scene 9,
“Dolce d’amor
compagna speranza”
act 1, scene 2,
“Aer tranquillo e dì sereni”
act 2, scene 6 rondò,
“L’amerò, sarò costante”
act 3 scene 6,
“Va pure ad altri in braccio”

ARIA
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Aminta (M)

Ramiro (M)

Cecilio (M)

Fauno (M)

Ascanio (M)

ROLE

Bb4–Ab5
C5–Ab5
G4–F5

F4–Bb5
Eb4–Bb5
D4–G5

G4–G5

B4–F#5

E4–A5

D4–G5

Bb4–G5

A3–Ab5

E4–F5

A4–G5

C4–B5

C4–G5

G4–G5

A3–A5

Bb4–Bb5

E4–C5

C4–F5

D4–D6

D#4–B5

B3–C#5

B4–G#5

E4–D5

A3–E5

E4–B5

C4–C5

TESSITURA

Bb3–D5

RANGE

Soprano
castrato

Soprano
castrato

Soprano
castrato

Soprano
castrato

Soprano
castrato

VOICE
TYPE
Soprano
castrato

Idomeneo, re di Creta,
K. 366

Le nozze di Figaro, K. 492

Don Giovanni, K. 527

Così fan tutte, K. 588

1786

1787

1790

OPERA

1781

DATE
act 1, scene 2,
“Non ho colpa”
act 1, scene 10,
“Il padre adorato”
act 2, scene 1 rondò,
“Non temer, amato bene”
act 3, scene 12,
“No, la morte, la morte
io non pavento”
act 1, scene 5,
“Non so più cosa son,
cosa faccio”
act 2, scene 2,
“Voi che sapete”
act 4, scene 4,
“Il capro e la capretta”
act 2, scene 2,
“Venite inginocchiatevi”
act 4, scene 10,
“Deh vieni non tardar”
act 1, scene 16,
“Batti, batti, o bel Masetto”
act 2, scene 6,
“Vedrai carino”
act 1, scene 9,
“Smanie implacabili”
act 2, scene 10,
“È amore un ladroncello”
act 1, scene 9,
“In uomini! In soldati”
act 2, scene 1,
“Una donna quindici anni”

ARIA
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Despina (F)**

Dorabella (F)

F4–F5
D4–G5

D4–B5

F4–F5

E4–G5
C4–A5

F4–G5

G4–-F5

G4–G5
D4–G5

F4–-F5

C4–A#/Bb5

D4–F5

A3–A5
Zerlina (F)**

G4–G5

D4–G5

Susanna (F)**

G4–G5

F4–A5

F4–F5

A4–G5

E4–G5

C4–F5

Bb4–G5

E4–Bb5

F4–G5

G4–F5

E4–G5

Eb4–G5

G4–G5

TESSITURA

Eb4–A5

RANGE

Marcellina (F)**

Cherubino (M)

Idamante (M)

ROLE

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano
castrato

VOICE
TYPE
Soprano
castrato

OPERA

La clemenza di Tito, K. 621

DATE

1791

act 1, scene 9,
“Parto, ma tu ben mio”
act 2, scene 10,
“Deh, per questo
istante solo”
act 2, scene 1,
“Torna di Tito a lato”
act 2, scene 7,
“Tu fosti tradito”
act 1, scene 2,
“Deh se piacer mi vuoi”
act 2, scene 15 rondò,
“Non più di fiori”

ARIA
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Vitellia (F)

Annio (M)

Sesto (M)

ROLE

Gb4–D5
C4–F5

G3–A5

G4–F5

E4–A5
B3–B5

G4–F5

F#4–F5

C#4–G#5
D4–G5

Bb4–F5

TESSITURA

C4–Bb5

RANGE

Soprano

Soprano

VOICE
TYPE
Soprano
castrato
Soprano
castrato
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